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Part 2

Building ambitious
web apps for the real world

Part 1 guided you through the core Ember.js features and functionality,
while familiarizing you with the conventions used throughout Ember.js applica-
tions. Part 2 shifts the focus slightly so you can explore how to make Ember.js
applications come alive. 

 Part 2 introduces the case study that forms the basis for most of this book’s
sample code, Montric. Montric is an open source tool for monitoring applica-
tion performance. Its front end is written in Ember.js. Its back end is Java-based,
running on top of a horizontal scalable database, Riak. 

 You start by learning how to integrate server-side communication via Ember
Router, first using Ember Data beta 2 in chapter 5, and then moving on to roll-
ing your own model layer in chapter 6. 

 After sorting out the server-side communication options, you move on to
another important core feature of Ember.js: custom components. Although self-
contained components were added late in the development toward Ember.js
v1.0.0, this feature is powerful and much-needed. Chapter 7 discusses Ember.js’s
approach to self-contained components by first introducing a few simple compo-
nents and then combining them into new, more-complex components. 

 Before leaving part 2, you take an in-depth look at testing your Ember.js
application. Chapter 8 shows you how to use QUnit and Phantom.js to build a
complete testing strategy.
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Bringing home the bacon—
interfacing with the server

side using Ember Data

Distilled down to a single statement, Ember Data is the Object Relational Mapping
framework for the web. Ember Data lets you interact with your server side in a
straightforward and intuitive manner, while keeping the required code to a mini-
mum. If you can also customize the format that your server provides its data in,
you’ll be up and running on your client side with a minimal amount of code.

 But not everyone can adapt the back-end application to fit with the standard
REST-based API that Ember Data expects out of the box. For these situations,
Ember Data offers pluggable adapters and serializer APIs so that your Ember.js
application can understand your specific server-side data APIs.

This chapter covers 
■ An introduction to Ember Data and core 

concepts
■ Using Ember Data models and model 

associations
■ Using the built-in RESTAdapter to interface with 

your server
■ Customizing the RESTAdapter 
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This chapter starts with the basic building blocks and patterns that make up the core
of Ember Data before it delves into how you can use the built-in RESTAdapter and
RESTSerializer to get data in and out of your Ember.js application. It wraps up with
an overview of how you can implement custom adapters and serializers so that Ember
Data works with the server-side API that you already have in place.

 Figure 5.1 shows the parts of the Ember.js ecosystem that this chapter examines—
ember-application, ember-views, ember-states, ember-routing, and container.

NOTE At the time of writing, the newest version of Ember Data is 1.0.0-beta.2.
As a result, this book covers Ember Data beta 2 throughout. 

Now, let’s roll up our sleeves and get going.

5.1 Using Ember Data as an application cache
Ember Data is effectively a caching layer inside your web application. Whenever you
load data from your server to your client, you populate this cache with data. To main-
tain a rigorous structure to your cache, you need to define model objects for your
models. Before we go into how the Ember Data cache works, let’s quickly go over what
an Ember model object is.

5.1.1 Defining Ember Data models

Ember Data model objects serve as class definitions for your data and tell Ember Data
what attributes each model object has and what type each attribute has.

 The following listing shows the MainMenu object from the Montric project.

ember-application

ember-views

Metamorph.js Backburner.js

ember-metal

RSVP.js

ember-routingember-states

Handlebars.js

ember-handlebars ember-handlebars-
compiler

container runtime

Internal Ember.js
microlibraries

External Ember.js
microlibraries

Figure 5.1 The parts of Ember.js you’ll work on in this chapter
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Montric.MainMenu = DS.Model.extend({  
    name: DS.attr('string'),                                            
    nodeType: DS.attr('string'),
    parent: DS.belongsTo("mainMenu"),   
    children: DS.hasMany("mainMenu"),    
    chart: DS.belongsTo("chart"),   

    isSelected: false,   
    isExpanded: false,
});

Note that the model here doesn’t specify an id property because the id property is
implicit for DS.Model objects. Ember Data automatically adds an id property, and it
raises an error if you attempt to specify one yourself. Ember Data uses this id property
to keep track of all your loaded objects. You created two properties, name and
nodeType, that are both of type string, which you specify via DS.attr(). Ember Data
uses this information to automatically serialize data to and from your back end via the
specified serializer. DS.attr supports the attributes string, number, and date, but as
you’ll see later in this chapter, you can specify your own attributes.

 Getting your data in and out of your application isn’t the only strength of Ember
Data, because it also supports one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many relation-
ships between your data. In listing 5.1, both the parent and the chart properties spec-
ify a one-to-one relationship using DS.belongsTo, whereas the children property
specifies a one-to-many relationship using DS.hasMany. Relationships are explained in
more detail later in this chapter.

 You also specify two properties that aren’t backed by Ember Data. These proper-
ties, isSelected and isExpanded, aren’t strictly necessary to define in the class defini-
tion of Montric.MainMenu, but you can include them to make it clear that the rest of
the application expects to find and use these properties. They are purely for human
readability, because they have no Ember.js-specific meaning.

 One of the major features of DS.Model objects is that they’re also Ember.Object
objects. You can therefore combine the model object with the core features of
Ember.js itself, which include bindings, observers, and computed properties.

 Often you want to know if a specific Montric.MainMenu has children or if it’s a leaf
node. The following listing shows how you can add computed properties to achieve
this functionality across the application in one easy-to-find place.

Montric.MainMenu = DS.Model.extend({
    name: DS.attr('string'),
    nodeType: DS.attr('string'),
    parent: DS.belongsTo('mainMenu'),
    children: DS.hasMany('mainMenu'),
    chart: DS.belongsTo('chart'),

Listing 5.1 The MainMenu object

Listing 5.2 Adding computed properties to the MainMenu

Extends DS.Model object.
Specifies name

attribute as
type string.

If model object has parent, it’s 
of type Montric.MainMenu.

Model object can have
zero, one, or more

children of type
Montric.MainMenu.

Model object can
have one chart
associated with

it of type
Montric.Chart.

Neither isSelected nor 
isExpanded is an Ember 
Data attribute.
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    isSelected: false,
    isExpanded: false,

    hasChildren: function() {                
        return this.get('children').get('length') > 0;
    }.property('children').cacheable(),

    isLeaf: function() {                       
        return this.get('children').get('length') == 0;
    }.property('children').cacheable()
});

I’m sure you can see the huge advantage of enriching your model objects with com-
puted properties in this manner. In fact, you can chain computed properties together
to create complex properties, and you can bind to these computed properties right
out to the templates.

5.1.2 Ember Data is an identity map

A common problem with JavaScript-based web applications that fetch their data via a
JSON- or a REST-based interface is that they tend to store that data right in the DOM
tree itself. Although this may be a quick way to update the web application’s views, it’s
also error-prone because the developer needs to ensure that the old data isn’t still dis-
playing somewhere on the web page.

 Ember Data solves this issue by implementing its data store as an identity map.
Ember Data does the bookkeeping necessary to keep one and only one copy of your
data in the cache. This copy is the master data that the rest of your application refers
to. Whenever your application requests a specific model by asking for it with the
model’s unique id, Ember Data makes sure that the object instances you receive are
the same each time you request a model of the same type and id. It doesn’t matter if
you get the data via a direct query by your model’s id or if you iterate through a list of
models. Each time you encounter a model object with the same id, you’re working on
the same instance of that object.

 Figure 5.2 shows how Ember Data manages its data and how an identity map
implementation works.

 In this example, you begin with an empty cache. You then request a model with the
id “ABC” of type Model. Because Ember Data doesn’t have a model object with the id
“ABC,” it creates one. The only information Ember Data knows about your model at
this time is the id, which means that it creates a new object of type Model and assigns
its id property the value “ABC”. Next, it synchronously returns that model object back
to the controller. At the same time, it asynchronously reaches out to the server to fetch
the rest of the model.

 This asynchronous feature enables your application to set up the views that may be
necessary for displaying your model object while you wait for the data to be returned
from the server side, often making your application feel snappier. When the asynchro-
nous response comes back from the server, Ember Data ensures that it updates the

Returns true if number of 
children is greater than 0

Returns true if number 
of children is 0
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object in the identity map before notifying the rest of the application that it’s finished
loading the model.

 Because a binding is in place between the model in the identity map and a prop-
erty in the controller, and bindings are also between the property on that model and
the templates in the view, any changes occurring on the model object propagate
through the controller and out to the template automatically.

 Later, when you issue a new request to Ember Data of a model of type Model with
id “ABC,” Ember Data will already have the model cached in its identity map. An
important concept of an identity map is that you’ll receive the same object instance in
return. This is important to keep your data updated and in sync throughout your
application.

 The fact that your data store is an identity map is something that Ember Data
builds upon throughout its implementation. Ember Data is also smart enough to
know when you need to run a query against your back end and serve the results in an
asynchronous manner, and when it can serve your request in a synchronous manner
straight from the identity map.

 Sometimes, though, you need to refresh your data after it’s been loaded in the
cache. Luckily, Ember Data has built-in support for this as well.

5.1.3 Relationships between model objects

Ember Data knows that your data can be messy, intertwined, connected, and nonstan-
dard, and it does a good job of providing features and integration points that enable

Controller Server

{ "id": "ABC"}

{ "id": "ABC", "name": … }

Ember data

Client-side communication

{ "id": "ABC"}

Montric.MainMenuModels

{ "id": "ABC", "name": … }

{ "id": "ABC", "name": … }
Montric.MainMenuModels

{ "id": "ABC", "name": … }

Montric.MainMenuModels

Server-side communicationEmber data identity map

App.Model.find("ABC")

{ "id": "ABC", "name": … }

App.Model.find("ABC")

GET /model/ABC

Figure 5.2 The data flow of the Ember Data identity map
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you to structure that data in a sensible manner. Ember Data comes preloaded with a
RESTAdapter and a RESTSerializer that expect JSON data to adhere to a specific con-
tract. It also allows you to override any of these defaults, either by telling the REST-
Adapter how to interpret your JSON keys or by implementing your own custom
adapter and serializer.

 Relationships on Ember Data are implemented using the ids of your model
objects. In the previous example, the Montric.MainMenu.children property is a one–
to-many relationship. Ember Data expects your back end to return a JSON array con-
taining the ids of each of the children in this one-to-many relationship. This relation-
ship is also made using the id property of the Montric.MainMenu object that it refers
to. The following listing shows an example of how the JSON data is structured to com-
ply with the RESTAdapter.

{
    "mainMenus": [                
        {
            "id": "JSFlotJAgent",                        
            "name": "JSFlotJAgent",
            "children": [                     
                "JSFlotJAgent:Agent Statistics",
                "JSFlotJAgent:CPU",
                "JSFlotJAgent:Custom",
                "JSFlotJAgent:Frontend",
                "JSFlotJAgent:Memory",
                "JSFlotJAgent:Threads"
            ],
            "nodeType": "chart",
            "chart": "JSFlotJAgent",
            "parent": null                 
        },
        {
            "id": "JSFlotJAgent:Agent Statistics", 
            "name": "Agent Statistics",
            "children": [
                "JSFlotJAgent:Agent Statistics:API Call Count"
            ],
            "nodeType": "chart",
            "chart": "JSFlotJAgent:Agent Statistics",
            "parent": "JSFlotJAgent"            
        }
    ]
}

Unless you specify otherwise, the RESTAdapter expects you to send in a list of objects
and also  expects the name of this list to be derived from the model object that it’s going
to map this data to. The default RESTAdapter and RESTSerializer expect your keys to
be in camelized form, meaning they start with a lowercase letter and subsequent words

Listing 5.3 JSON data for the Montric.MainMenu

Returns data in 
JSON array

Each model object
returned has

unique id property
for this data type

List of children; each 
element refers to id 
property of child model

Top-level menu items 
have no parent menu 
item attached

Child menu item

Child menu item refers 
back to parent via 
parent_id property
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in the key start with an uppercase letter. Whenever you return a list of items, the key is
suffixed with an “s,” indicating that the value for that key is plural.

 If you look closer at the JSON data, you’ll notice that the array provided for the key
children is a list of strings and not real objects. This list of strings represents the ids
of each of the objects that the children property is associated with. In this case, chil-
dren refers to a list of zero or more Montric.MainMenu objects.

 This is also true for the chart relationship. Even though this relationship is one to
one, the JSON returned from the server for the MainMenu model also represents the id
for the object that the chart property is associated with. As you may have guessed,
Ember Data uses these ids to wire your models together correctly.

 Ember Data won’t, however, materialize your associations ahead of time. What this
means is that Ember Data won’t try to connect and load in your associations before
your code requires them. When you call MainMenu.get('chart'), Ember Data looks
up that id in its identity map and returns a result synchronously if it has a model of
the correct type with that id. If the model object isn’t loaded yet, it synchronously
returns an empty record with only the id. It won’t attempt to fetch the chart object
from the server before you access a non-id property. You can rely on Ember Data to
do the right thing most of the time. If you’re not accessing any data that Ember Data
hasn’t stored in its cache, you can be certain that your application won’t fetch data
from your server before the user requests that data.

 Although you can set up your views while you’re awaiting a response from the
server side, you may want to hold off rendering certain parts of your view until you’re
sure that the models that you’re going to render have arrived safely in Ember Data,
which leads us to take a closer look at the states an Ember Data model can be in.

5.1.4 Model states and events

Because most of the data you bring to your application via Ember Data is loaded in an
asynchronous manner, each Ember Data model has a built-in state manager that
keeps track of the state that your model objects are in at any given point in time.
Ember Data uses this information internally to know how to provide your application
with the data it receives from the server, but you can also use this information when
you build your application. For example, this information comes in handy when you
want to implement loading indicators, or when you want to ensure that your GUI
doesn’t update until a certain amount of (or all) your data is loaded properly.

NOTE Ember.js version 1.2.0 includes specific loading and error subroutes
that handle scenarios when your data is loading and when you receive errors
from the back-end server.

To provide your application with this information, each model object that extends
DS.Model has built-in convenience functions you can use both in your controllers and
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also in your templates. Each model
object comes with the state properties
shown in figure 5.3.

 Note that these state properties
aren’t mutually exclusive. A model
can have both isDirty and isDe-
leted return true, meaning that the
model was deleted locally but not yet
persisted, or both isDirty and
isSaving return true, meaning that
the model was updated locally and
sent to the server side but that the
server side hasn’t responded with a
status update.

 Sometimes you need your control-
lers to be notified whenever your
models change or when they enter a
specific state. Each Ember Data
model allows your controllers to sub-
scribe to events. The valid events are
shown in figure 5.4.

didLoad Triggered when the model
is loaded from the server

didCreate Triggered when the model is
created locally on the client side

didUpdate

didDelete Triggered when the model is
deleted locally on the client side

becameError
Triggered when the back end

reports an error while performing
CRUD operations on the model 

becameInvalid Triggered when client-side
validations fail on the model

Triggered when the model is
updated locally on the client side

Figure 5.4 The model events

isNew
Specifies that this record is created locally
but the adapter has not yet confirmed that

the record is persisted to the back end.

isLoaded
Specifies that the model has been successfully

loaded from the server side; if the record
is created locally, isLoaded is true.

isDirty

isSaving
Specifies that the model has been sent

to the server side, but the server
side hasn't yet responded.

isDeleted
Specifies that the model has been deleted

on the client side but not yet
sent to the server side.

isError
Specifies that the model has either failed
client-side validation or that Ember Data
was unable to persist the local changes

to the server side.

Specifies that this model has been altered on
the client side; includes models that have been

created locally but not yet persisted to the
server side or deleted.

Figure 5.3 The states that an 
Ember Data model object can have
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You can subscribe to all of these events within your code. If you want to perform an
action when a model is loaded, you can use the on function on the model object in
order to be notified when your model has finished loading:

model.on('didLoad', function() {           
  console.log("Loaded!");
});

As you’ve probably guessed, Ember Data models follow a lifecycle in which they can
transition from one state to another. In fact, models have a hierarchical structure. Fig-
ure 5.5 shows the topmost states that a model can be in. This figure isn’t complete, but
it does contain the states that your data is most likely to be in.

 A model usually starts out in the isLoading state. After the back end returns the
model, it transitions to the isLoaded state. If the model gets modified locally, either
via a user action or another client-side process (such as a timer), the model transitions
to the isDirty state, where it remains until it’s saved. When save() is called on a
model, it transitions into the isSaving state. If the back end returns an OK response
(HTTP 200, for example, and possibly an updated model), the model is brought back
to the isLoaded state. If Ember Data fails while trying to persist the model to the
server, or if the server returns a non-200 HTTP status code, the model transitions to
the isError state.

Uses on function to 
subscribe to didLoad event

Yes

OK?

OK?

Edit locally

isLoading

isLoaded

Yes Yes

No

Save

isSaving isError

isDirty

Figure 5.5 The most common 
Ember Data states that your 
models will be in
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5.1.5 Communicating with the back end

The default RESTAdapter uses XML HTTP Request (XHR) to integrate with the server,
but you can provide your own adapter implementation. You may want to use a differ-
ent type of integration, for example, or you may need to adapt Ember Data to work
with an existing API. Building in support for either LocalStorage or WebSockets is
made possible and approachable in Ember Data. As discussed in chapters 1 and 2, you
use a third-party LocalStorage adapter.

 You’re probably eager to learn how you can integrate Ember Data in your own
application, so let’s get started.

5.2 Firing up Ember Data
To use Ember Data, you need to be using a store. You can think of the store as an in-
memory cache that Ember Data uses to retrieve and store its model objects. In fact, the
store is also responsible for fetching data from your back-end server. To get started, you
need to define a store for your application, as shown in the following listing.

Montric.Store = DS.Store.extend({         
    adapter:  "Montric.Adapter"    
}); 

You create the store in the same manner you create any other Ember object; in this
case, by extending a new DS.Store object. When Ember Data is initialized, it initial-
izes a new store object and registers it with the Ember Container as store:main. You
may have an API that’s different from each data type that the server returns. Ember
Data supports per-type adapters and serializers precisely for this purpose. We’ll look at
custom adapters and serializers later in this chapter.

 You also need to specify which adapter to use. In this case, use a custom adapter
called Montric.Adapter, shown in the following listing.

Montric.Adapter = DS.RESTAdapter.extend({   
    defaultSerializer: "Montric/application"   
});

You’re creating a new Montric.Adapter that extends the standard DS.RESTAdapter.
For now, use the standard functionality inherited from this adapter. The only piece
you override is the default adapter, telling Montric.Adapter to rely on the adapter
named Montric.ApplicationSerializer. The code for this serializer is shown in the
following listing.

Listing 5.4 Creating a store

Listing 5.5 The Montric.Adapter

Defines new store for application
Defines which adapter to use when 
interfacing with server side

Extends from default DS.RESTAdapter
Uses default serializer 
Montric.ApplicationSerializer
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Montric.ApplicationSerializer = DS.RESTSerializer.extend({});   

You may wonder why you bothered creating your own implementation of the REST-
Adapter and the RESTSerializer, because you aren’t overriding any functionality in
either of these two classes. The reason I’m showing you this now is twofold. First, I
want to show you early how you can define a custom adapter and serializer for your
application. Second, you’ll make use of this later on in this chapter.

 Now that you’ve initialized Ember Data, it’s time to fetch some data from your
server.

5.2.1 Fetching data from your models

You can load data from Ember Data (and, in turn, from your back end) in two ways.
You can either call store.find('model') to load all your models of a specific type, or
you can pass in an id to load a specific model object.

 Consider the code shown in this listing.

Montric.MainChartsRoute = Ember.Route.extend({
    model: function() {                     
        return this.store.find('mainMenu');  
    }
});

As you learned in chapter 3, the model function specifies which model objects will be
populated to a route’s controller. If you use the Ember Router, this will become the
most common way that you’ll load models from Ember Data to your controllers.
this.store.find('mainMenu') is how you tell Ember Data to fetch all objects of type
Montric.MainMenu. Ember Data then looks at its internal cache and returns any
objects it has there. If the cache for that model type is empty, it goes out to the back-
end server and asks it for the data. Ember Data does this by issuing an HTTP GET XHR
to the URL /mainMenus, which it derived automatically from the model’s class name.

 Likewise, if you instead called this.store.find('main Menu', 'JSFlotJAgent'),
Ember Data would look at its cache to see if it had an object of type Montric.Main-
Menu with an id of JSFlotJAgent. When the server side returns, it then populates the
cache with the updated data. Ember.js’s observers and bindings take care of moving
that data out all the way to the DOM. (See figure 5.2 for a schematic of this process.)

5.2.2 Specifying relationships between your models

You’ve loaded all the Montric.MainMenu objects from the server to the Ember Data
identity map. But before we go over the relationships, let’s review what you’ll use the

Listing 5.6 The Montric.ApplicationSerializer

Listing 5.7 Fetching data from your models

Extends default
DS.RESTSerializer

Uses model function to specify which 
model object to load for this route

Returns all instances of 
Montric.MainMenu
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data for. Figure 5.6 shows the types of models that you have in the Montric
application. 

 Each of these Montric.MainMenu model objects represents a single element in the
tree structure on the lefthand side. We’ll call the top-level elements rootNodes. Each
of the nodes in the tree can have zero or more children nodes. The children nodes
are also of the Montric.MainMenu model type. If a node has children, a disclosure tri-
angle is displayed at the left of the node’s name. Users click this triangle to expand it
and reveal its children nodes.

 Users can expand the nodes until they reach a node that has zero children. This
node is called a leaf node. Leaf nodes are selectable. By clicking the checkbox to the
left of the leaf nodes, users can select which nodes they want to show charts from.
After at least one chart is selected, the area to the right of the tree menu displays each
of the selected charts. Each Montric.MainMenu node has a chart property that Mon-
tric follows to load the chart for each selected node.

 You’ve already seen the MainMenu model, so before moving on to the relationships
present, let’s go through the Montric.Chart model, which is shown in the following
listing.

ChartsTree menu model

Tree menu

Figure 5.6 The use case for the models you’ve defined
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Montric.Chart = DS.Model.extend({                    
    name: DS.attr('string'),                   
    series: DS.attr('raw')     
});

The Chart model is fairly simple. It has two properties, a name and a series. The name
property is a string, but the series property is of type raw. The raw property type isn’t
something that’s supported directly in Ember Data but is rather a custom transforma-
tion that’s specific to the Montric application. We’ll get back to this custom transfor-
mation later in the chapter, but for now you can think of this property as holding a
plain JavaScript array and not an extension of an Ember.Object.

 Before explaining the different relationship types that Ember Data offers, let’s
review the relationships that you’ve set up in the Montric.MainMenu and
Montric.Chart models. Figure 5.7 shows the relationships.

 The MainMenu model is related to exactly one other MainMenu model via the
parent property, whereas it’s related to zero or more MainMenu models via the
children property. Each item in the menu will have exactly one parent item, while it
can have multiple child items. In addition, the MainMenu model is related to exactly
one Chart model via the chart property. With this in mind, let’s explore the different
relationship types that are built in to Ember Data.

Listing 5.8 The Montric.Chart model

Extends DS.Model
Name property
is of type string Series property is of 

custom type “raw”

Montric.MainMenu = DS.Model.extend({
    name: DS.attr('string'),
    nodeType: DS.attr('string'),
    parent: DS.belongsTo('mainMenu'),
    children: DS.hasMany('mainMenu'),
    chart: DS.belongsTo('chart')
});

Montric.MainMenu = DS.Model.extend({
    name: DS.attr('string'),
    nodeType: DS.attr('string'),
    parent: DS.belongsTo('mainMenu'),
    children: DS.hasMany('mainMenu'),
    chart: DS.belongsTo('chart')
});

Montric.MainMenu = DS.Model.extend({
    name: DS.attr('string'),
    nodeType: DS.attr('string'),
    parent: DS.belongsTo('mainMenu'),
    children: DS.hasMany('mainMenu'),
    chart: DS.belongsTo('chart')
});

Montric.Chart = DS.Model.extend({
    name: DS.attr('string'),
    series: DS.attr('raw')
});

One to one

One to many

One to one

Figure 5.7 The relationships between the Montric.MainMenu and Montric.Chart models 
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5.3 Ember Data model associations
Ember Data supports a number of different types of associations, each with its own
assumptions as to how it expects the data to be returned from the server by default.
Ember Data lets you override these default assumptions and expectations. However,
it’s useful to know which associations are available as well as their default behavior and
server API expectations. 

5.3.1 Understanding the Ember Data model relationships

Out of the five association types that are available for models in Ember Data, three of
them can be considered true types, while the remaining two association types can be
considered derivations, or special cases. The available Ember Data model relation-
ships are shown in figure 5.8.

 The names of the relationships are similar to the names of the relationships in rela-
tional database systems, except that the relational model doesn’t distinguish between a

One to none
belongsTo

Relationship

Model A Model A

App.A {
   b: belongsTo('b')
}

App.B {
}

Conceptual diagram Ember Data code

One to none

belongsTo

belongsTo

Model A Model B

App.A {
   b: belongsTo('b')
}

App.B {
   a: belongsTo('a')
}

hasMany

belongsTo

hasMany

hasMany

Many to none
hasMany

Model A Model B

App.A {
   b: hasMany('b')
}

App.B {
}

Many to one Model A Model B

App.A {
   b: hasMany('b')
}

App.B {
   a: belongsTo('a')
}

Many to many Model A Model B

App.A {
   b: hasMany('b')
}

App.B {
   a: hasMany('a')
}

Figure 5.8 The Ember Data associations that allow you to specify relationships between models
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*-to-none and a *-to-many relationship. Relationships are defined in Ember Data
models either via the belongsTo() function or the hasMany() function. These func-
tions tell Ember Data both how to wire your data together and also how it asks the server
for the data as well as the format it expects the return to be in. Figure 5.9 shows

One to none

Relationship

{
    "model_a": {
        "id": "a_id"
        "modelB": "b_id"
    }
}

App.A {
   modelB: belongsTo('b')
}

App.B {
}

One to one

{
    "model_a": {
        "id": "a"
        "modelB": "b_id"
    }
}
{
    "model_b": {
        "id": "b_id",
        "modelA": "a_id"
    }
}

App.A {
   modelB: belongsTo('b')
}

App.B {
   modelA: belongsTo('a')
}

Many to one

{
    "model_a": {
        "id": "a",
        "modelBs": [ "b_id", …] }
    }
}
{
    "model_b": {
        "id": "b_id",
        "modelA": "a_id"
    }
}

App.A {
   modelB: hasMany('b')
}

App.B {
   modelB: belongsTo('a')
}

Many to many

{
    "model_a": {
        "id": "a",
        "modelBs": [ "b_id", …] }
    }
}
{
    "model_b": {
        "id": "b_id",
        "modelAs": [ "a_id", …] }
    }
}

App.A {
   modelB: hasMany('b')
}

App.B {
   modelA: hasMany('a')
}

Many to none

{
    "model_a": {
        "id": "a_id"
        "modelBs": [ "b_id", …] }
    }
}

App.A {
   modelB: hasMany('b')
}

App.B {
}

Ember Data model definition Ember Data expected JSON

Figure 5.9
The Ember Data JSON 
mappings that are 
available by default
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how Ember Data and the default RESTAdapter expect the data to be returned from
the server.

 Keep in mind one important naming convention. Whenever you create a relation-
ship via either belongsTo() or hasMany(), the string value you pass in must be the
same as the name of the model class you’re setting up the relationship to. This string
value has the standard Ember.js camelized form that you’ve become used to. Other
than that, the name of the properties directly reflects the expected keys in the JSON
hash coming from the server.

 I’ve mentioned that Ember Data employs a lazy loading structure for your data.
For the Montric application, the data for a chart won’t be loaded before the applica-
tion requests access to either the name or the series property of the Montric.Chart
model. This is fine for this use case, because you’re only loading charts one at a time
when the user selects a chart from the tree menu.

 But for other types of data, this can lead to a significant number of AJAX calls
between the client and the server. To tackle this issue, Ember Data supports embed-
ding and sideloading data in the JSON hash returned from the server. Embedding
works slightly differently than standard relationships, so let’s take a look at embedded
records.

5.3.2 Ember Data sideloaded records

To optimize for a low number of requests between the client and the server, Ember
Data supports the ability to both embed and sideload records in the response from
the server. Sideloading works by adding multiple top-level hashes in the JSON
returned from the server. For this to work, the id of each of the hashes needs to map
with the camelized model names. Because Montric doesn’t have any sideloaded
records, consider the one-to-many relationship in the following listing. 

Blog.Post = DS.Model.extend({
    name: DS.attr('string'),
    comments: DS.hasMany('comment')    
});

Blog.Comment = DS.Model.extend({
    text: DS.attr('string'),
    post: DS.belongsTo('post')            
});

This code is from a common blog application in which each blog post has a set of
comments associated with it. The two model objects Blog.Post and Blog.Comment
form a standard one-to-many relationship. If you followed the normal path, you’d
most likely begin by fetching all or a couple of blog posts from the server. When the
user chooses to view a blog post, you’d then fetch that blog post’s comments to display
them to the user. The exchange would go something like figure 5.10.

Listing 5.9 One-to-many association

Each Blog.Post has zero 
or more Blog.Comments.

Each Blog.Comment belongs 
to a single Blog.Post.
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Multiple requests go from Ember Data to the server, one to fetch a list of Blog.Post
models and then one request to fetch each comment for the blog post with id 1.
Depending on your application, data, and requirements, this can become inefficient
if the data is sufficiently large. We’ll look at the possibility of sideloading the comment
information in the initial XHR GET to /post.

 One possible solution is to sideload the comments to the same response as the post
they belong to. The following listing shows the JSON for sideloading the comments.

{ 
  “posts: [            
    {“id”: 1, “comments”: [1, 2, 3]},      
    {“id”: 2, “comments”: [4, 5, 6]}                     
  ],
  “comments”; [                 

Listing 5.10 The JSON for sideloading Blog.Comment records

Controller Server

[]

{ "id": 1, "comments": [1, 2, 3] }

Ember data

{ "id": 2, "comments": [4, 5, 6] }

{ "id": 1, "comments": [1, 2, 3] }

{ "id": 2, "comments": [4, 5, 6] }

{ "id": 2, "text": ...}

{ "id": 3, "text": ...}

{ "id": 1, "text": ...}

comment1.get('text')
comment2.get('text')
comment3.get('text')

Client-side communication

Blog.Posts

Blog.Posts

{ "id": 1, "text": ...}

{ "id": 3, "text": ...}

{ "id": 2, "text": ...}

Blog.Comments

{ "id": 1} { "id": 2} { "id": 3}

{ "id": 4} { "id": 5} { "id": 6}

{ "id": 4} { "id": 5} { "id": 6}

Blog.Comments

Server-side communicationEmber data identity map

{  "posts": [
    { "id": 1, "comment_ids": [1, 2, 3] }
    { "id": 2, "comment_ids": [4, 5, 6] }
]} 

{ "id": 1, "text": ...}

{ "id": 2, "text": ...}

{ "id": 3, "text": ...}

Blog.Post.find("")

GET /posts

GET /comment/1

GET /comment/2

GET /comment/3

Figure 5.10 The data flow for loading posts and comments using the standard Ember Data control flow 
through associations

Post’s hash is 
included as before

Post with id 1 is related to 
comments with ids 1, 2, and 3Post with id 2

is related to
comments with
ids 4, 5, and 6

Comments are sideloaded 
in same response
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    {“id”: 1, “text”: “Comment 1”, “post”: 1},                          
    {“id”: 2, “text”: “Comment 2”, “post”: 1},                          
    {“id”: 3, “text”: “Comment 3”, “post”: 1},  
    {“id”: 4, “text”: “Comment 4”, “post”: 2},                  
    {“id”: 5, “text”: “Comment 5”, “post”: 2},                      
    {“id”: 6, “text”: “Comment 6”, “post”: 2},  
  ]
} 

Here, when you load the Blog.Post models, instead of having the server return only
the data for the Post model objects, you also append an array with the key comments
that contains the comments associated with your two blog posts. By including a JSON
hash with the correct ids, Ember Data loads the two posts and the six comments into
its identity map in one big swoop. Additionally, it’s not necessary to tell Ember Data
that it has to accept sideloaded objects.

 Figure 5.11 shows the updated data flow when sideloading data. The advantage to
the sideloading approach should be clear; you’ve effectively reduced the number of
XHRs from a total of seven down to one, while you’ve also reduced the total number
of bytes sent from the server, even if you were to disregard the time required to nego-
tiate for the seven XHR connections as well as the extra bytes for the six HTTP headers
that you’ve removed.

 The downside is that the server needs to send data to the client that potentially will
never be displayed to the user (if the user never visits the blog post with id 2, for

Comments with ids 1, 2 and 3 
are related to post with id 1

Comments with ids 4, 5, and 6 
are related to post with id 2

Controller Server

[]

{ "id": 1, "comments": [1, 2, 3] }

Ember data

{ "id": 2, "comments": [4, 5, 6] }

{ "id": 1, "comments": [1, 2, 3] }

{ "id": 2, "comments": [4, 5, 6] }

{ "id": 2, "text": ...}

{ "id": 3, "text": ...}

{ "id": 1, "text": ...}

Client-side communication

Blog.Posts

Blog.Posts

{ "id": 1, "text": ...}

{ "id": 3, "text": ...}

{ "id": 2, "text": ...}

Blog.Comments

{ "id": 4} { "id": 5} { "id": 6}

Server-side communicationEmber data identity map

{  "posts": [
    { "id": 1, "comment_ids": [1, 2, 3] }
    { "id": 2, "comment_ids": [4, 5, 6] }
   ]
   "comments": [
      { "id": 1, "text": ...}
      { "id": 2, "text": ...}
      { "id": 3, "text": ...}
      { "id": 4, "text": ...}
      { "id": 5, "text": ...}
      { "id": 6, "text": ...}
   ]
}

Blog.Post.find("")

GET /posts

Figure 5.11 Reducing the number of XHR requests by sideloading comments while loading the posts
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instance). You should therefore consider the implications of sideloading before you
implement this in your applications.

 I’ve mentioned that it’s possible to override many of the default assumptions that
the RESTAdapter has toward the JSON that it receives from the server. Before we con-
clude this chapter, let’s look at the customizations that the adapter and the serializer
have.

5.4 Customizing the adapter and serializer
Because Ember Data supports both default and per-type adapters and serializers, you
can support any of the following scenarios:

■ Write a separate adapter and serializer to support applications for which the
server-side API has no common standard across data types

■ Write a separate adapter and serializer to support data types that differ from the
server-side API that your server specifies

■ Write a separate adapter but keep the default serializer in cases where the URL
patterns or top-level JSON keys for a specific type differ from the server-side API
that your server specifies

Let’s get started with a specific example from Montric that illustrates the third sce-
nario: creating a custom adapter for the Chart model to customize the URL that
Ember Data calls the server with.

5.4.1 Writing a custom adapter but keeping the default serializer

In Montric, when the user selects a chart to view from the main menu, Ember Data
looks up which chart to load via the chart property of the Montric.MainMenu node
that the user selected. It then notices that this is a one-to-one relationship. Because
Montric won’t have the chart loaded in its cache initially, it reaches out to the server
via the adapter’s find() method.

 But because the user
can select the time period
that the chart will be based
on from elsewhere in the
application, you need to
also tell the server side the
timespan that you wish to
view the chart for. If the
user hasn’t made a selec-
tion, the timespan will be
set to 10 minutes. The user
interface where the user
selects the chart timespan
is shown in figure 5.12. Figure 5.12 Selecting how long the charts will be displayed
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Next, you need to add a new custom adapter for the Chart model. You can do this by
implementing a new class called Montric.ChartAdapter:

Montric.ChartAdapter = DS.RESTAdapter.extend({
    //contents omitted at this point
});

Here, you create a new class that extends the default RESTAdapter. The name of the
adapter tells Ember.js to use this adapter whenever it needs to either get or persist
Chart models. This follows the naming convention that you’ve become accustomed to
while using Ember.js, and it’s nicely implemented for custom adapters, too.

 When you create a custom adapter, you can override a few things from the default
RESTAdapter to customize its behavior. Figure 5.13 shows the methods you can over-
ride and their responsibilities.

 For your purpose, you only need to override a single function, the find() func-
tion, to append a query string to the URL whenever you fetch single Montric.Chart
models.

 Now that you’ve identified which function to override, update the ChartAdapter
as shown in listing 5.11.

find
find: function(store, type, id) { … }

Issues a request to the server in order
to fetch a single model.

findAll
findAll: function(store, type, sinceToken) { … }

Issues a request to the server in order
to fetch all models of a single type.

findQuery

findMany

findMany: function(store, type, ids, owner) { … }
Issues a request to the server in order to load
multiple models at the same time; each model

ID is added to the URL's query string. 

findQuery: function(store, type, query) { … }
Issues a request to the server in order to
fetch models that match a specific query. 

createRecord
createRecord: function(store, type, record) { … }

Called by the store when a new
record is created.

deleteRecord

deleteRecord: function(store, type, record) { … }
Issues an HTTP DELETE for a single

record when a deleted record's
save() method is executed. 

updateRecord
updateRecord: function(store, type, record) { … }

Issues an HTTP PUT for a single record
when that record's save() function is executed. 

Figure 5.13 The methods 
available in the Ember Data 
adapter that you can override to 
create a custom adapter
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Montric.ChartAdapter = DS.RESTAdapter.extend({
    find: function(store, type, id) {
        return this.ajax(this.buildURL(type.typeKey, id), 'GET');     
    },

    buildURL: function(type, id) {          
        var host = Ember.get(this, 'host'),
            namespace = Ember.get(this, 'namespace'),
            url = [];

        if (host) { url.push(host); }
        if (namespace) { url.push(namespace); }

        url.push(Ember.String.pluralize(type));
        if (id) { url.push(id); }

        url = url.join('/');
        if (!host) { url = '/' + url; }

        var queryString = this.buildQueryString();                     

        return url + queryString;              
    },

    buildQueryString: function() {                         
        var queryString = "?tz=" + Montric.get('selectedTimezone');
        if (Montric.get('showLiveCharts')) {
            queryString += "&ts=" + Montric.get('selectedChartTimespan');
        } else {
            queryString += "&chartFrom=" + 

Montric.get('selectedChartFromMs');
            queryString += "&chartTo=" + Montric.get('selectedChartToMs');
        }
        queryString += "&rs=" + Montric.get('selectedChartResolution');

        return queryString;
    }
});

You don’t have to be able to follow all the code in this listing. Most of the code is taken
straight from the DS.RESTAdapter code. The only thing you add is a function that
builds up the query string and appends it to the URL. Previously, the URLs to retrieve
Chart models from the server looked like this:

/charts/_gs_:Montric%20Heap

Now, the URLs look like this:

/charts/_gs_:Montric%20Heap?tz=2&ts=10&rs=15
Now that you’ve seen how to implement a custom adapter to query the server with
nonstandard URLs, let’s look at how to add a serializer to parse JSON that doesn’t fol-
low the RESTAdapter’s conventions.

Listing 5.11 The updated Montric.ChartAdapter

Copy of default
code from

DS.RESTAdapter
Overrides DS.RESTAdapter’s
 buildURL function 
to append query string

Builds
queryString

Returns URL and queryString 
as URL to use against server

Custom
function

builds up
query string
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5.4.2 Writing custom adapters and serializers

When a user logs in to Montric, the application issues a find() to the currently
logged-in user. An example of a nonstandard (in regards to the RESTSerializer)
JSON hash is shown in this listing.

{
    "user_model": {                                                    
        "id": joachim@haagen-software.no,
        "user_name": "joachim@haagen-software.no",                     
        "account_name": "Haagen Software",                             
        "user_role": "root",                          
        "firstname": "Joachim Haagen",
        "lastname": "Skeie",
        "company": "Haagen Software AS",
        "country": "Norway"
    }
}

The three keys user_name, account_name, and user_role are all nonstandard with
regard to the RESTSerializer. In addition, the key for the user object, user_model,
doesn’t follow the RESTSerializer standard. You can sort this out by creating a new
class, Montric.UserSerializer. When you write a custom serializer, you can override
a few functions to customize how the serializer works with the JSON data (figure 5.14).

Listing 5.12 A nonstandard JSON hash for the Montric.User model

Nonstandard 
JSON keys

extractSingle
extractSingle: function(store, primaryType, payload, recordId, requestType) { … }

Called when the server returns data for a single record (find and save).

extractArray: function(store, primaryType, payload) { … }
Called when the server returns data for multiple records (findAll, findQuery,

findMany).

normalize: function(type, hash, prop) { … }
Called for each of the models that are returned by the server, for both primary

and sideloaded records. This is where you account for non-standard
property names. 

typeForRoot: function(root) { … }
Specifies a transformation to perform for the top-level keys in the incoming

JSON Hash; useful if your server uses underscored root keys instead
of camelized root keys.

extractArray

normalize

typeForRoot

Incoming JSON transformations (from server to Ember.js)

serializeIntoHash
serializeIntoHash: function(root) { … }

Specifies a transformation to perform for the top-level keys in the outgoing
JSON Hash. Useful if your server uses underscored root keys instead of

camelized root keys. 

serialize: function(record, options) { … }
Called when a record is saved in order to convert the record into

JSON; called on updateRecord() and createRecord(). 
serialize

Outgoing JSON transformations (from Ember.js to server)

Figure 5.14 The methods you can override to build a custom serializer
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To work with the JSON returned for each of the top-level keys, override two functions:
one that lets you specify the format of the top-level keys and one that lets you account
for nonstandard property names. For this example, you need to override typeForRoot
to tell the adapter to use user_model as the top-level key. You also need to implement
normalize to support the three property names user_name, account_name, and
user_role. The following listing shows the Montric.UserSerializer.

Montric.UserSerializer = DS.RESTSerializer.extend({
    typeForRoot: function(root) {
        return root.slice(root.length-6, root.length); 
    },

    normalize: function(type, hash, property) {
        var json = {};                 
        for (var prop : hash) {                        
            json[prop.camelize()] = hash[prop]; 
        } 

        return this._super(type, json, property); 
    }
});

This code is extremely specific to this use case. You strip away the last six characters of
each of the top-level keys, which works for this one use case, but if you find yourself
needing to implement the typeForRoot function, you might be better off implement-
ing something more sophisticated.

 The normalize function, however, is more robust. It creates a new object (json)
before it iterates over each of the properties for the current hash. For each property
in the hash, it adds a new property to the json object, of which each key is camelized.
The function ends by calling the normalize function of the super class DS.REST-
Serializer. This is important for the rest of the serialization to work.

 Now that you’ve seen how you can create both custom adapters and serializers,
let’s move on to see how to customize the URLs that your application uses when it con-
tacts the server.

5.4.3 Custom URLs

By default, Ember Data expects to reach its data with a URL that lives at the root of the
domain where the application runs. All the URLs are prefixed with a /, followed by
the decamelized and underscored model name. 

 Some back ends have special requirements that make this naming convention
either inconvenient or impossible for different reasons. In these cases, you have two
options: you can either specify a namespace to prepend a specific path to where the
back end responds or you can specify a new URL. Both approaches are shown here:

Montric.Adapter = DS.RESTAdapter.extend({
    defaultSerializer: "Montric/application",

Listing 5.13 The Montric.UserSerializer
Strips away last 
six characters 
of top-level key

Creates new object that you’ll build 
up with correct property keys

Iterates over
each property

 in original hash
Adds new camelize property 
with value from original hash

Calls normalize function 
in super class
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    namespace: 'json/v1',            
    host: 'http://api.myapp.com'                                        
}); 

Normally, when you call this.store.find('mainMenu'), you issue an XHR GET to the
URL /mainMenus. In this example, you add both a namespace and a host to the
application default adapter. This causes that call to issue an XHR GET to the URL
http://api.myapp.com/json/v1/mainMenus instead.

5.5 Summary
This chapter serves as an introduction to Ember Data and the built-in RESTAdapter.
You started out learning how you can implement models that extend the Ember Data
model object to represent the data that your application uses. You then looked at how
Ember Data is structured as an identity map to ensure that your application is consis-
tent by ensuring that only one copy of the data lives in Ember Data.

 Models in Ember Data follow a strict lifecycle, and you looked at how that affects
how you use the data in your application and how you can use this fact when you write
your own application.

 Ember Data provides powerful built-in relationships between model types. You
looked at how you can use these relationships to build complex structures between
your data. In addition, you saw how the lazy loading of relationships can have a nega-
tive effect on performance and how you can use sideloading to amend these issues by
reducing the number of XHRs that are required to fetch data from the server.

 Finally, this chapter wraps up by explaining the customization that the REST-
Adapter supports and how you can build your own adapters and serializers.

 Thus far, we’ve covered most of the features that are offered in Ember Data beta 2.
Sometimes, though, Ember Data is more than you need for your applications. In the
next chapter, you’ll look at how to use Ember.js without the help of Ember Data. 

Prepends /json to URL by updating 
the namespace propertyPrepends URL

by updating
url property

http://api.myapp.com/json/v1/mainMenus
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